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	Considered a classic by an entire generation of Mac programmers, this popular guide has been completely updated for Mac OS X. Don’t know anything about programming? No problem! Acclaimed author Dave Mark starts out with the basics and takes you through a complete course in programming C using Apple’s free Xcode tools. This book is perfect for beginners learning to program. It includes all–new Mac OS X examples!

	
		Provides best practices for programming newbies
	
		Written by the expert on C–programming for the Mac
	
		Presents all the basics with a pragmatic, Mac OS X-flavored approach



	What you’ll learn

	
		Master C programming, the gateway to programming your Mac or iPhone.
	
		Write applications for the Mac OS X interface, the cleanest user interface around.
	
		Understand variables and how to design your own data structures.
	
		Work with the file system.
	
		Connect to data sources and the Internet.



	Who is this book for


	For anyone wanting to learn to program in Mac OS X, including developers new to the Mac, developers new to C, or students entirely new to programming. For anyone who wants to learn how to program their iPhone, this is also the core language primer.


	About the Author


	Dave Mark is a long-time Mac developer and author and has written a number of books on Macintosh development, including Learn C on the Macintosh, The Macintosh Programming Primer series, and Ultimate Mac Programming. His blog can be found at www.davemark.com.
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concrete5 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	The concrete5 Beginner's Guide will show you how to get up and running with concrete5 as quickly and painlessly as possible. Taking you from installation to deployment, this is the only reference that you will need for creating your new concrete5 site.


	By using a number of real-world examples, as well as taking you through the...
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CCNA ICND2 Official Exam Certification Guide (CCNA Exams 640-816 and 640-802) (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
Congratulations! If you're reading far enough to look at the introduction to this book, you've probably already decided to go for your Cisco certification. If you want to succeed as a technical person in the networking industry, you need to know Cisco. Cisco has a ridiculously high market share in the router and switch marketplace, with more than...
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Administering and Securing the Apache ServerPremier Press, 2002
Apache is the most popular Web server in the world, hosting 50 percent of all Web sites! With Apache, you will get excellent performance at a low cost. The server, plus all of its source code, is freely available and you can modify it to your specific needs. With this book, you will learn how to install, configure, and troubleshoot the Apache...
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Take Your iPad to WorkCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	With the right applications, the iPad can become more than just a content consumption device for videos, music, and electronic books. It can be a content production device as well -- generating documents, spreadsheets, and presentations for the workplace. This ability to produce content, given the right applications, immediately shifts the...
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Data Preparation for Data Mining Using SAS (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
"It is easy to write books that address broad topics and ideas leaving the reader with the question Yes, but how?  By combining a comprehensive guide to data preparation for data mining along with specific examples in SAS, Mamdouh's book is a rare finda blend of theory and the practical at the same time. As anyone who has mined data will...
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Migrating to Swift from Flash and ActionScriptApress, 2016

	Build on your knowledge of ActionScript to take the fast track developing iOS apps with Apple’s latest language, Swift. Swift’s syntax is easier to understand than Objective-C for people already familiar with ActionScript. At the same time it offers a number of new features and richer expressiveness than both ActionScript and...
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